Notice from the Ministry of Health issuing a list of countries or parts thereof with a low risk of COVID-19 contagion

Commonwealth of Australia
Kingdom of Denmark*
Republic of Finland*
French republic*
Republic of Ireland*
Republic of Iceland*
Japan
Republic of Korea
Republic of Malta*
Kingdom of Norway*
New Zealand
Hellenic Republic*
Kingdom of Thailand
Republic of Singapore
Vatican City State

and

Azores Islands, Portuguese Republic*
Balearic Islands, Kingdom of Spain*
Canary Islands, Kingdom of Spain*
Madeira, Portuguese Republic*

Countries marked with an asterisk (*) are countries identified under Art. III.1 for the purposes of Art. I.11 of the Ministry of Health’s protective measure of 30 November 2020.

This notice is issued with effect from 0:00 a.m. on 14 December 2020.

Jan Blatný
Minister of Health